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Managing for a Changing Climate: A Blended Interdisciplinary Climate Course
Key takeaways (or learning objectives) for each section of the course (hybrid and online)

Introduction to the Climate System

Global negotiations on climate change · Overview the history of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change

· Describe the intent and major results of past global negotiations on climate 
change

Energy in our Climate System · Identify the major properties of energy and heat

· State the four pathways along which heat can be transferred and provide 
real-world examples of each pathway

· Identify and explain the factors that affect the amount of energy from the sun 
that is received by the Earth

· Model the basic global energy balance, both qualitatively (sketch) and 
quantitatively (numbers)

· List the major greenhouse gases and their role in the planetary energy 
balance

· Define what a feedback is and explain the difference between a positive and 
negative feedback

· Evaluate the feedbacks within the Earth's energy budget and how they impact 
global temperature

Climate and Carbon · Describe how the primary carbon cycle processes of photosynthesis, 
respiration, decomposition, ingestion and combustion transport and 
transform carbon compounds as they move through the Earth’s system

· Identify the four major carbon reservoirs and explain how carbon can move 
from one reservoir to another

· Provide examples of the various time scales at which carbon cycles through 
the Earth's system

· Summarize the effects of negative and positive feedbacks on the carbon cycle 
system

Natural Climate Variability · Explain why the atmosphere and ocean have a circulation and the role they 
play in climate

· Describe the atmosphere and ocean circulation and explain the differences 
between them

· Identify and explain why different climate regions exist across the globe

· Explain what proxy data is and how it provides information about past 
climate

· List the common methods for inferring Earth's past climate

· Describe the major controls of the climate system and explain why the climate 
is not the same every year

· Compare and contrast the time scales on which these processes exert control

· Recognize the difference between natural and anthropogenic variability

· Sketch the basic structure of El Niño and its global impacts

· Describe some examples of deep-time extreme climates (Carboniferous and 
Cenozoic) and explain what factors contributed to those periods

Observing our Climate · Describe the different types of ground-based observing platforms and what 
they can measure

· Describe the different types of space-based observing platforms and what 
they can measure

· Explain how the different kinds of observational information is used to better 
understand the Earth’s carbon cycle and climate system
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Climate Models and Assessments

Modeling our Global Climate · Distinguish a climate model from other types of models

· Explain the benefits and limitations of regional approaches to climate model 
projections

· Articulate the purposes for using global climate models

· Highlight the main components and limitations of a global climate model

· Discuss some of the major sources of uncertainty in climate projections

· Explain why scientists run multiple experiments with climate models

· Paraphrase what the purpose of a climate change scenario is and the need for 
multiple different scenarios

· Describe what equilibrium climate sensitivity is and its currently projected 
range

· Define what a tipping point is and provide some examples

Modeling our Regional Climate · Articulate the purposes for using statistical downscaling

· Describe the main benefits and limitations of statistical downscaling

· Distinguish between some of the various statistical downscaling approaches

· Articulate the purposes for using regional climate models

· Describe the main benefits and limitations of using a regional climate model

· Discuss how global and regional climate models are connected (or not 
connected)

Using Climate Projections · Explain what scientists know about climate change with great certainty and 
what topics are still areas of scientific debate and inquiry

· Describe how to correctly (and incorrectly) interpret global climate model 
output

· Interpret figures of major results from global climate model projections

· Differentiate between the benefits and limitations of using statistically or 
dynamically downscaled output

· Interpret both kinds of projections with sufficient understanding of how not 
to misuse them

Assessing Climate Change and Impacts · Overview the history of the Global Change Research Act

· Describe the intent and major results of the U.S. Global Change Research 
Program

· Discuss the need for regular domestic climate assessments and consider steps 
forward for a sustained assessment process

· Interpret material from the Third NCA (2014) and summarize its major conclusions

· Overview the history of the international assessment reporting process

· Describe the intent and major results of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change

· Discuss the need for regular international climate assessments and consider 
steps forward for a sustained assessment process

· Interpret material from the Fifth IPCC report (2014) and summarize its major 
conclusions
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Societal Impacts

Intro to Policy and Economics · Define what public policy is and articulate the relationship with politics.

· Identify the major processes and places where public policy is made. 
Distinguish between policy made by “official” and “unofficial” actors.

· Provide an example of a common policymaking model and point out the main 
benefits and limitations of this model.

· Define micro- and macro- economics and describe the differences in what we 
can learn from each approach.

· Demonstrate how cost-benefit analysis can be used to compare choices 
between decisions or policies

· Investigate the effects of opportunity cost and discounting on the results of 
cost-benefit analysis

· Explain how the economic sphere interacts with the environmental sphere

· Identify and outline two major market flaws that impact the provisioning of 
environmental commodities

· Define what energy policy is and describe the two major energy policy op-
tions available to us today

· Understand and explain the basic economic drivers behind the two major 
policy options

· Compare and contrast the response strategies of mitigation and adaptation

· Outline some of the challenges to implementing these energy policies

Vulnerability and Culture · Explain the nuances in how vulnerability, sensitivity, and exposure are 
defined

· Investigate how these factors influence a community's adaptive capacity

· Give an example of a commonality that indigenous cultures share and explain 
how they might face increased vulnerability to climate change

· Define Traditional Ecological Knowledge

· Describe some of the impacts of climate change on indigenous communities 
and the positive benefits of collaborating with indigenous stakeholders

· Describe how communities can be marginalized from economic and political 
processes

· Explain how island cultures might face increased vulnerability to climate 
change

· Describe some of the impacts of climate change on island cultures and 
adaptation efforts that are already underway

Impacts to Human Health and Security · Define what an exposure pathway is

· Outline why extreme heat events are of importance to human society and 
specific impacts to extreme heat events from the greenhouse gas effect

· Describe why aeroallergens are of importance to human society and specific 
impacts to aeroallergens from the greenhouse gas effect

· Define what a vector·borne disease is

· Outline why vector-borne diseases are of importance to human society

· Provide examples of how climatic changes can have a direct impact on the 
spread of vector-borne diseases

· Define what national security is

· List some of the key moments in history that led to our understanding of the 
link between climate change and national security

· Investigate how specific climate change impacts can become national security 
concerns

· Describe how government entities can deal with the challenges of climatic 
uncertainty and building resiliency
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Physical Impacts

Impacts to the Climate System · List the indicators of a changing climate

· Provide examples of severe and extreme weather and how they may have 
changed in the past and how they may change in the future

· Summarize why understanding changes in severe and extreme weather is 
challenging

· State the major pathways along which water can be transferred through the 
water cycle

· Describe specific changes to major pathways in the water cycle due to the 
greenhouse gas effect and explain why these changes are occurring

· Highlight adaptation efforts that can be undertaken to help plan for changes 
in the water cycle

· Describe the impacts of climate change on polar regions

· Describe the albedo effect in the polar regions

Impacts to Coastal and Marine Systems · Explain the impact of climate change on ocean circulations

· Articulate why preserving coastal and marine ecosystems and physical sys-
tems is important

· Describe specific changes to coastal and marine ecosystems and physical 
systems due to the greenhouse gas effect and explain why these changes are 
occurring

· Summarize why maintaining coastal health is of importance to human society

· Highlight how human activity can make coastal systems either more vulner-
able or resilient to these changes

Impacts to Ecosystems · Summarize why maintaining the health of freshwater systems due to the 
greenhouse gas effect is of importance to human society

· Describe specific impacts to freshwater systems due to the greenhouse gas 
effect and explain why these changes are occurring

· Summarize why maintaining the health of terrestrial ecosystems is of impor-
tance to human society

· Define phenology and provide examples of phenological activities

· Describe specific impacts to terrestrial ecosystems due to the greenhouse gas 
effect and explain why these changes are occurring

· Provide examples of how cropping systems are vulnerable to climate risks

· Highlight adaptation techniques that agricultural producers use to maintain 
resilience to climate risks

· Describe mitigation techniques that agricultural producers can use to reduce 
emissions from and sequester carbon within croplands

· Provide examples of how livestock systems are vulnerable to climate risks

· Highlight adaptation techniques that producers use to maintain resilience of 
livestock systems to climate risks

· Describe mitigation techniques that livestock producers can use to reduce 
emissions and sequester carbon

· Explain why species may shift their geographies as climate changes and how 
these shifts will impact ecological systems

· Provide examples of how climate can influence the life cycle patterns and 
survival of wildlife species

Decision-Making and Adaptation Strategies · Describe the two main challenges to decision-making

· Provide an example of a common decision-making framework and outline its 
key components

· Understand how to apply this decision-making framework to environmental 
problem solving

· List and describe various sustainable energy techniques

· Describe adaptation planning strategies


